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Abstract 

Many governments set up different environmental regimes with respect to different industries. Taiwan’s 
government uses the environmental standard regime to regulate the adhesive tape manufacturing industry and the 
emission tax regime to regulate the cement manufacturing industry. We here are interested about whether the 
environmental standard is the welfare-superior regime to Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing industry. Our 
study shows that the environmental standard may not be a welfare-superior regime to this industry. This result is 
different from Naito and Ogawa (2009) who consider the relation between the environmental regime and the 
privatization degree. We also conclude there is an environmental preference inconsistency between the patentee 
and the social planner when the innovator is a domestic firm. 
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1. Introduction 

In a product’s production process, many materials are emitted to the atmosphere directly or are an indirect threat 
to a human being’s life. For reducing harmful ambient emissions, the effective way is either a market-based 
mechanism or a command and control tool. The Clean Air Act in the United States gives the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) a mandate to implement market-based mechanisms, such as emissions taxes and 
trading programs. The command and control tool, such as the environmental standard, is used by Taiwan’s 
Environmental Protection Administration (TEPA) to regulate the adhesive tape manufacturing industry, because 
this industry emits a pollutant and toxic material called Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) that damage a 
human’s brain, liver, and central nervous system. With the passage of the 2010 Amendments to Taiwan’s 
emissions regulations on the adhesive tape manufacturing industry, Taiwan’s legislative Yuan gave the TEPA a 
mandate to regulate VOCs emissions in the adhesive tape manufacturing industry. 

The market structure of Taiwan’ adhesive tape manufacturing industry is an oligopoly. To help reduce VOCs 
emissions and manufacture an environmentally friendly product, Taiwan’s Industrial Technology Research 
Institute (TITRI) announces environmentally friendly technologies on its website and licenses them to Taiwan’s 
adhesive tape manufacturing firms. Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing firms also seek environmentally 
friendly technologies from foreign adhesive tape manufacturing firms, such as Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing Company (3M) and Japan Kikusui Tape Company. The motivation of this study is to examine 
whether Taiwan’s emission regulation on the adhesive tape manufacturing industry creates high social welfare. 
We also care about the environmental policy’s consistency between the patentee and the social planner. We find 
that Taiwan’s emission regulation on this industry may not maximize Taiwan’s social welfare. Moreover, there is 
an environmental preference inconsistency between the patentee and the social planner. 

Based on Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing industry, we examine two kinds of environmental regimes, i.e., 
the emission tax regime and the environmental standard regime, in order to find the welfare-superior 
environmental regime. The previous literature only discusses the effect of one kind of environmental instrument, 
such Ebert (1992) examining the effect of emission abatement under an emission tax regime in different oligopoly 
models. Ebert (1998) also analyzes the effect of an environmental standard in a homogeneous Cournot oligopoly 
model. Katsoulacos and Xepapadeas (1995) investigate the effects of the emission tax regime when the number of 
firms is fixed or the firms are allowed to enter and exit the market freely. They conclude that the emission tax 
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regime creates an emission externality caused by over-internalization when firms are allowed to enter and exit the 
market freely. Kayalica and Lahiri (2005) discuss the optimal environmental policy when the foreign firm 
conducts direct investments, finding that the host government should adopt a (not) strict environmental standard 
when the number of foreign firms that directly invest is (not) fixed. 

The other part of the literature that only considers the effect of one kind of environmental policies includes 
Bárcena-Ruiz and Garzó (2006), Beladi and Chao (2006), Kato (2006), Ohori (2006a; 2006b), and Wang and 
Wang (2009). Some previous studies also investigate which type of environmental regulation is desirable in terms 
of social welfare, such as Spulber (1985), Kiyono and Okuno-Fujiwara (2003), Lahiri and Ono (2007), Naito and 
Ogawa (2009), and Kato (2011). This paper is most similar with Naito and Ogawa (2009) in which they investigate 
the welfare-superior environmental regime. They conclude that the emission standard regime is better for social 
welfare than an emission tax regime no matter what the partial privatization degree is. Our paper investigates 
which environmental regime is better for social welfare when the firms enact a technology transfer behavior. We 
take Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing industry as an example to find the welfare-superior environmental 
regime. 

The relation between the environmental instrument and the environmental protection effect is an important issue 
in the previous literature. Helfand (1991) uses the ratio of total emission divided by total output as an 
environmental standard. He believes that a strict environmental standard may cause the amount of emission to 
increase since firms can increase their output instead of decreasing their emission to reach a regulated 
environmental standard. Thus, the emission tax is a better environmental instrument than the environmental 
standard. Ulph (1996) examines the impact of the emission tax regime and the environmental standard regime on 
social welfare in an imperfectly competitive international trade market. He concludes that either the emission tax 
regime or the environmental standard regime can create higher social welfare, yet it depends on whether all 
countries’ governments or a part of the governments adopt an emission abatement action. Spulber (1985) 
concludes that the emission tax regime is more efficient than the environmental standard regime on 
environmental protection when firms are allowed to enter and exit the market freely. Lahiri and Ono (2007) 
investigates the social welfare and the emission level between the emission tax regime and the environmental 
standard regime. They conclude that when the number of firms is fixed, social welfare in the environmental 
standard regime is higher than that in the emission tax regime, whereas the emission level in the environmental 
tax regime is lower than that in the environmental standard regime. However, the results above are inversed 
when firms are allowed to enter and exit the market freely and when the demand function is concave. 

For a green production target, we not only can adopt an appropriate environmental instrument, but also use an 
emission abatement technology. The previous literature just focuses on the application of the environmental 
instrument, but ignores that the emission abatement technology transformation can also reach the environmental 
protection target. Generally speaking, the licensing method includes fixed fee, royalty rate, auction, etc. Kamien 
and Tauman (1984) are the first to discuss the issue of technology transformation. In their paper, the innovator 
that does not join the product’s market competition is called the outside innovator whose mission is only to 
conduct research and development (R&D) and then to sell a new technology, such as Taiwan’s Industry 
Technology Research Institution. Based on this line, Kamien and Tauman (1984, 1986), Katz and Shapiro 
(1986), Kamien et al. (1992), and Wang (1998) conclude that when an outside innovator licenses a non-drastic 
innovation, the optimal licensing mode is a fixed fee licensing contract. (Note 1) 

The technology licensing issue has been extended into many various fields, such as when the technology 
licensing occurs in an open economy (Mukherjee, 2007; Chang, 2011), an innovator licenses a new technology 
about product quality (Li & Song, 2009), the technology licensing occurs in vertical market structure (Brocas, 
2003; Matsushima, 2004; Buehler & Schmutzler, 2007), using the spatial competition model to discuss the 
technology licensing (Poddar & Sinha, 2004; Lin et al., 2012), and the technology licensing occurs when the 
number of licensee is extended to n firms, where n  3 (Kamien & Tauman, 2002; Sen, 2005). A few technology 
licensing papers touch upon the environmental protection issue. To our best knowledge, Chang et al. (2009) is 
one paper about environmental technology licensing in which they investigate the optimal mode of 
environmental technology licensing in a homogeneous Cournot duopoly. They conclude that a high emission tax 
in the fixed-fee licensing contract may disrupt environmental technology licensing between licensor and 
licensee. More specifically, a large size of environmental technology innovation is not necessary to induce a 
maximized social welfare. Their model set-up is a closed economy, the licensor is an inside innovator, and the 
government’s environmental policy only has the emission tax. However, the model set-up in our paper is an open 
economy, the licensor is an outside innovator, and the government has two environmental policies: the emission 
tax and the environmental standard. More specifically, the outside innovator can choose to license to one firm or 
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to license to two firms. 

We use the concept of emission-equivalent to find the welfare-superior environmental regime. We also compare 
the environmental policy preference between the patentee and the social planner. We find that the environmental 
standard regime on Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing industry may not be a welfare-superior environmental 
regime. This finding is different from Naito and Ogawa (2009) who examine the relation between the 
environmental regime and the privatization degree. We also find there is environmental preference inconsistency 
between the patentee and the social planner when the innovator is a domestic firm. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is the model set-up. Section 3 shows the model 
solution. Section 4 demonstrates social welfare analysis. Section 5 is the model extension. The findings are 
concluded in Section 6. 

2. Model Set-Up 

Our model includes two domestic firms producing homogeneous production, a foreign innovator having an 
emission abatement technology (this assumption will be relaxed in Section 5) and a domestic government 
choosing an environmental regime for maximizing social welfare. The foreign firm is an outside innovator that 
does not make the product, and just licenses an emission abatement technology to domestic firms. We use a 
two-stage game to describe the decision-making of the domestic firms, the licensor, and the domestic 
government. In Stage 0, the domestic government chooses either an emission tax regime or an environmental 
standard regime to maximize social welfare. In Stage 1, the licensor chooses the optimal licensing proportion  = 
{0}, {1/2}, or {1} to transfer an emission abatement technology by means of a fixed-fee licensing method for 
maximizing the licensing revenue. If there is a 2 firm with an emission abatement technology, then there is a 
2(1 – ) firm without an emission abatement technology. In Stage 2, two domestic firms conduct a homogeneous 
Cournot competition. We use backward induction to solve the sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE). It is 
valuable to mention why we choose the fixed-fee as a licensing method. The reason is that the patentee in our 
paper is an outside innovator and Kamien and Tauman (1986) show that the outside patentee always prefers the 
fixed-fee licensing method. 

We assume that each product creates e  0 unit emission in a production process, and parameter e is normalized 
to 1 for a simplified analysis. An emission abatement technology reduces each unit emission from 1 to 1 – , 
where   [0, 1] and the parameter  is defined as the innovation size. We hereafter use the symbol “*” to label 
the variables in an environmental standard regime, and the variables without the symbol “*” stand for the case in 
an emission tax regime. 

A regulated environmental standard z represents each unit product’s maximum allowed emission amount. In 
other words, a small (large) parameter z means a (not) strict environmental standard. In an environmental 
standard regime, each unit product’s emission abatement amount for a firm with an emission abatement 
technology is (1 – ) – z; if a firm is without an emission abatement technology, then it has to reduce the 
emission amount from 1 to 1  z. We assume that the emission abatement cost of each unit product is . Thus, 
each unit product’s emission abatement cost for the firm without (with) an emission abatement technology is c0

* 
= (1 – z) (c1

* = (1 –  – z)). Without changing the equilibrium result, we normalize parameter  to be 1 and get 
c0

* = 1 – z and c1
* = 1 –  – z. In an emission tax regime, the government levies an emission tax rate t on each 

unit emission amount. Each unit emission cost for a firm without (with) an emission abatement technology is c0 
= t (c1 = t(1 – )). Since we focus on an environmental regime analysis, we ignore the firms’ production cost. 

3. Model Solution 

This section shows the SPNE in Stage 1 and Stage 2 in the emission tax regime and the environmental standard 
regime. 

3.1 The Emission Tax Regime 

The product’s demand function has a linear form, i.e., p = a – bQ, where the parameters p and Q are the 
product’s market price and the product’s quantity, respectively. The quantity Q = {2x0}, {x0

 + x1
}, or {2x1}, 

where x0 (x1) is each firm’s output when  = 0 (1), and x0
 and x1

 are respectively the non-licensee’s output 
quantity and the licensee’s output quantity when  = 1/2. The variable x1

m (1
m) represents a monopoly output 

quantity (profit), which occurs when the innovation size is large enough and the patentee only licenses the 
emission abatement technology to only one firm, i.e.,  = 1/2. Let x0

 = 0 and then we obtain the drastic 
innovation condition to be  > (a – t)/t; on the contrary, a non-drastic innovation condition is 0 <  < (a – t)/t. The 
solutions in Stage 2 are arranged in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The results of Stage 2 under an emission tax regime 

Innovation size quantity profit 
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b
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2
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b
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4

)( 2  

 
Through a competitive static analysis with respect to the results in Stage 2, we find dx0/dt < 0 and dx0

/dt < 0, 
which imply that a non-licensee’s output quantity decreases when the emission tax rate increases. The result is 
caused by a cost increase. However, the impact of the emission tax rate on the licensees’ output quantity is: 

dt

dx1  = 
b3

)1(   < 0                                  (1a) 

dt

xd 1  = 
b3

)21(   > 0, if  > 1/2                             (1b) 

dt

dxm
1  = 

b2

)1(   < 0                                 (1c) 

A specific result is in Equation (1b), showing that if only one firm is licensed and the innovation size is 
sufficiently large, then the licensee’s output quantity increases when the emission tax rate increases. The result in 
Equation (1b) comes from the innovation size effect being larger than the cost increase effect. 

We next examine the result in Stage 1 where the licensor decides the licensing proportion. Since the licensor’s 
licensing revenue is defined as the difference between the licensee’s profit with licensing and the licensee’s profit 
without licensing, the licensing revenue for the patentee is represented in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Licensor’s licensing revenue under an emission tax regime 

Innovation size Licensor’s licensing revenue 

0 <  < 
t

ta   

(non-drastic innovation) 

 = 0 R0 = 0 

 = 1/2 R1
 = 1
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b

ttat

9

)(4    > 0 
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(drastic innovation) 
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m = 1
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b
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4

)( 2   
b

ta

9

)( 2  > 0 

 
Since the licensor’s licensing revenue is positive, the licensor prefers to license; and the licensee’s profit after 
accepting licensing will not worsen, and thus the licensee prefers to accept the offer. By a simple calculation for 
finding the solution in Stage 1, we obtain R1

  R1 = 2(t)2/(9b) > 0, and R1
m must be larger than R1. The solution 

in Stage 1 is summarized as follows: 

 = 1/2 for all  > 0                                 (2) 

3.2 The Environmental Standard Regime 

In an environmental standard regime, the firms’ output decision in Stage 2 is arranged in Table 3. 
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Table 3. The results of Stage 2 under an environmental standard regime 

Innovation size quantity profit 
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Some results of comparative static analysis in Stage 2 are represented as follows: 

dz

dx*
0  = 

dz

xd *
0  = 

dz

dx*
1  = 

dz

xd *
1  = 

b3

1  > 0                         (3a) 

dz

dxm*
1  = 

b2

1  > 0                                   (3b) 

Equation (3) shows that the non-licensee’s and the licensee’s outputs decrease when the environmental standard 
becomes strict. However, it is valuable to notice that there is no innovation size effect on the licensee’s output 
when the environmental standard does become strict. This result is very different with that in the emission tax 
regime. 

We present Table 4 to show the results of the patentee’s licensing revenue in the environmental standard regime. 
 
Table 4. Licensor’s licensing revenue under an environmental standard regime 

Innovation size Licensor’s licensing revenue 
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By a simple calculation, we get R1

*  R1
* = 22/(9b) > 0, and R1

m* must be larger than R1
*. The solution in Stage 

1 is summarized as follows: 

* = 1/2 for all  > 0                                (4) 

3.3 An Emission-Equivalent Analysis 

TEPA adopts the environmental standard regime to regulate VOCs emissions from Taiwan’s adhesive tape 
manufacturing industry. We are interested in whether the environmental standard regime is a welfare-superior 
environmental regime. In order to examine this question, we use the concept of emission-equivalent, which 
means that the emission amount in the emission tax regime is the same as that in the environmental standard 
regime. Since we assume that one unit product creates one unit emission, the total emission amount is equal to 
the total output quantity. The emission-equivalent conditions in the two environmental regimes are shown in 
Table 5. 
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Table 5. The emission-equivalent conditions in the two environmental regimes 

  Amount of emission under an emission tax rate regime 

  
Non-drastic innovation 

(E = x0
 + x1

) 

Drastic innovation 

(Em = x1
m) 

Amount of emission 
under an environmental 
standard regime 

Non-drastic innovation 

(E* = x0
* + x1

*) 
t = 1  

2

2 z  

Drastic innovation 

(Em* = x1
m*) 

 t = 1  
1

1 z 

 
In Table 5 we find that the emission-equivalent condition in a non-drastic innovation situation is t = 1  [2/(2  
)]z, and the emission-equivalent condition in a drastic innovation situation is t = 1  [1/(1  )]z. These two 
emission-equivalent conditions have the same characteristic in that they are not affected by the market size, i.e., 
the parameter a, and a strict environmental standard corresponds to a high environmental tax rate. 

4. Social Welfare Analysis 

In this section we first define the social welfare functions in two kinds of different environmental regimes and 
then use them to discuss the government’s environmental policy. 

4.1 Set-Up of the Social Welfare Function 

In the emission tax regime, the social welfare function (SW) is composed of consumer surplus (CS), producer 
surplus (PS), emission tax revenue (T), and environmental damage (D), where D > 0 and D > 0 (Kayalica & 
Lahiri, 2005; Lahiri & Ono, 2007). The social welfare function is expressed as SW = CS + PS + T – D. The 
consumer surplus in a linear demand form can be formulated as (1/2)bQ2. The producer surplus is formulated by 
the sum of the two firms’ profits. The emission tax revenue is T = tE, where E is the total amount of emission 
and because of the assumption that one unit product creates one unit amount of emission, we have E = Q. The 
environmental damage is caused by the emission, and thus we have D = (1/2)E2. 

In the environmental standard regime, the social welfare function (SW*) is composed of consumer surplus (CS*), 
producer surplus (PS*), and environmental damage (D*). Hence, the social welfare function in the environmental 
standard regime is expressed as SW* = CS* + PS* – D*. According to the concept of emission-equivalent, we 
have E = E*, Q = Q*, CS = CS*, D = D*. Hence, the social welfare functions in these two environmental regimes 
can be rewritten as SW = PS + T, and SW* = PS*. By a comparison of the social welfare functions between the 
emission tax regime and the environmental standard regime, we find that although the social welfare function in 
the emission tax regime has an advantage on the tax revenue, the producer’s surplus in the emission tax regime 
has a higher sensitivity than that in the environmental standard regime. 

We next examine the social welfare difference between the emission tax regime and the environmental standard 
regime in a non-drastic innovation situation. The result is shown as follows: 

SWn = SWn  SWn* = (0
 + 1

) + t(x0
 + x1

)  (0
* + 1
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= [(1
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zaz                 (5a) 

where the superscript n represents a non-drastic innovation case. Similarly, the social welfare difference between 
the emission tax regime and the environmental standard regime in a drastic innovation situation is: 

SWd = SWd  SWd* = 1
m + tx1

m  1
m * 

= 
)1(2

)1)](1([







b

zza   0                            (5b) 

where the superscript d represents a drastic innovation case. 

4.2 The Government Policy 

From Equation (5), we can examine the government’s optimal environmental policy.  
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4.2.1 In a Non-Drastic Innovation Case 

The parameters  and z in Equation (5a) must satisfy the non-drastic innovation condition, i.e., 0 <  < a  (1  
z), the condition for a non-negative output quantity, i.e., a  (1  z)    0, the condition for a non-negative cost, 
i.e., 1    z  0, and the condition for a non-negative emission tax rate, i.e., 0 <  < 2(1  z). These conditions 
result in the terms ( + z  2) < 0, (2    2z) > 0, and (2a + 2z +   2) > 0 in Equation (5a). For satisfying all 
conditions above, we find the range of parameter a to be a  [(1  z) + , ). We also see that the first term in 
Equation (5a) is negative and the second term in Equation (5a) is positive. This result tells us the firm’s profit in 
the emission tax regime is always smaller than that in the environmental standard regime induced by an output 
distortion from the emission tax regime. 

Equation (5a) also shows that when the market size is large, i.e., the parameter a  , it causes SWn > 0; when 
the market size is small, i.e., the parameter a  (1  z) + , it causes SWn < 0. The result implies that when the 
market size is large enough, social welfare in the emission tax regime is higher than that in the environmental 
standard regime. On the contrary, when the market size is small, the adoption of an environmental standard 
regime is superior to the adoption of an emission tax regime. This result is because the domestic licensee has to 
pay a large licensing fee to the foreign innovator when the market size is big. Since a higher licensing fee is paid 
to the foreign innovator, it will result in a greater loss on domestic social welfare. Hence, the adoption of an 
emission tax regime can maintain higher social welfare by keeping the emission tax revenue in the home 
country. Conversely, if the market size is small, then the foreign licensor receives a part of the licensing revenue. 
Moreover, there is no distortion on output quantity in the environmental standard regime. Hence, when the 
licensor is a foreign innovator, the environmental standard (emission tax) regime can create high social welfare 
in a small (large) market. 

4.2.2 In a Drastic Innovation Case 

Equation (5b) obviously shows that the social welfare difference must be positive since Equation (5b) needs to 
satisfy the condition of non-negative cost, i.e., 1    z  0, and the condition of non-negative output quantity, 
i.e., a  (1    z)  0. This result tells us that the emission tax regime creates higher social welfare than that in 
the environmental standard regime when the innovation size is drastic. The intuition behind this result is that the 
licensee becomes a monopolist after getting the emission abatement technology and obtains the monopoly profit. 
However, the licensee will also be charged the full monopoly profit as the licensing fee by the foreign licensor. 
A high fixed licensing fee that the domestic licensee pays to the foreign licensor has a negative impact on 
domestic social welfare. Hence, the domestic government can create a lower fixed licensing fee by levying an 
emission tax on domestic firms. Since the stage when the domestic government decides the environmental 
regime is before the stage when the foreign licensor decides the amount of licensing fee, the domestic 
government has a first mover advantage to decide the optimal environmental regime for controlling the amount 
of licensing fee. 

We now summarize the effects of the emission tax regime and the environmental standard regime as follows: 
when the innovator is a foreign firm, the target that the home country government sets as the emission tax rate is 
not only for increasing the licensee’s competitive profit by differentiating the firms’ marginal costs, but also for 
leaving more competitive profit in the home country through emission revenue. Hence, the foreign innovator’s 
licensing revenue decreases. However, this effect does not exist in the environmental standard regime, because 
the environmental standard regime does not affect the firms’ competitive behavior and the domestic government 
has no way to leave the firms’ competitive profits by means of an environmental standard regime. Hence, the 
environmental standard regime results in a large domestic social welfare leakage. The proposition in this section 
is shown as follows. 

Proposition 1 In a drastic innovation case, social welfare in the emission tax regime is always higher than that in 
the environmental standard regime. In a non-drastic innovation case, when the market size is large, the 
conclusion is the same as that in a drastic innovation case; when the market size is small, social welfare in the 
environmental standard regime is higher then that in the emission tax regime. 

5. Model Extension: Patentee Is a Domestic Innovator 

In this section we change the assumption that the patentee is a foreign innovator to another assumption that the 
patentee is a domestic innovator. This change induces that the domestic social welfare function must include the 
patentee’s licensing revenue. Hence, in the emission tax regime the social welfare function (SS) is composed of 
consumer surplus, producer surplus, emission tax revenue, environmental damage, and the domestic innovator’s 
licensing revenue. In the environmental standard regime, the social welfare function (SS*) is composed of 
consumer surplus, producer surplus, environmental damage, and the domestic innovator’s licensing revenue. 
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Following the analysis process in Section 4, we here respectively discuss the cases of non-drastic innovation and 
drastic innovation. 

5.1 In a Non-Drastic Innovation Situation 

Based on the concept of emission-equivalence, the social welfare difference between the emission tax regime 
and the environmental standard regime is: 

SSn = SWn + (R  R*) 

= SWn + 
2)2(3

)4)38()1(4)2(2()3/4(







b

zaz    (6a) 

We first concentrate on the innovator’s environmental regime preference by examining its licensing revenue. By 
Equation (6a) we find that the larger market size is, the higher the licensing revenue is in the environmental 
standard regime. This result comes from the environmental standard regime not making an output distortion. The 
licensor can get more licensing revenue under the environmental standard regime. Hence, we conclude that when 
the market size is sufficiently large, the domestic innovator prefers the environmental standard regime to the 
emission tax regime. 

We next concentrate on the social planner’s environmental regime preference by comparing the social welfare 
difference in two environmental regimes. The comparative static result on the social welfare difference is: 
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From Equation (6b), we find given a small innovation size, when the market size is large, social welfare in the 
emission tax regime is higher than that in the environmental standard regime. This result is very different from 
the result of the previous section in a non-drastic innovation case in which the optimal environmental policy is 
only affected by the market size. However, the result of this section shows the optimal environmental policy is 
not only affected by the market size, but also by the innovation size, because a small innovation size only creates 
small licensing revenue for a licensor. However, the emission tax policy mitigates the firm’s market competition 
and increases the licensee’s profit. Since the licensee’s profit increases, the patentee can charge a high licensing 
fee from the licensee. The adoption of an emission tax regime causes high industrial profit, a high licensing fee, 
and then induces high social welfare. On the other hand, given a large market size with a large innovation size, 
social welfare in the environmental standard regime is higher than that in the emission tax regime, because a 
large innovation size weakens the firm’s market competition and increases the licensee’s profit. Hence, a large 
market size and a large innovation size create a large producer surplus and high social welfare if the social 
planner adopts an environmental standard regime. 

5.2 In a Drastic Innovation Situation 

The social welfare difference between the emission tax regime and the environmental standard regime in this 
section is: 

SSd = SWd + (Rm  Rm*) 

= SWd + 
2)1(9

)]1()1([2







b

zaz                 (6c) 

The feasible solutions must satisfy the drastic innovation condition, i.e.,  > a  (1  z), the condition of 
non-negative cost, i.e., 1    z  0, and the condition of non-negative output, i.e., a  (1    z)  0. Based on 
the drastic innovation condition and   [0, 1], we get the range of parameter a as a  [(1    z), 2]. 

We first examine the licensor’s environmental regime preference by observing the second term in Equation (6c) 
and find that when the market size is large, the licensor prefers the environmental standard regime, since a large 
market size causes Rm  Rm* < 0; on the contrary, given a small market size, the licensor prefers the emission tax 
regime, since a small market size causes Rm  Rm* > 0. The intuition behind this result is that the emission tax 
regime has an output distortion effect, which is small (large) when the market size is small (large). The output 
distortion effect also impacts the licensor’s licensing revenue. Hence, the licensor prefers the emission tax 
(environmental standard) regime when the market size is small (large). We conclude the licensor’s licensing 
preference in Proposition 2. 

Proposition 2 No matter in a non-drastic innovation case or in a drastic innovation case, the domestic licensor’s 
environmental regime preference depends on the market size. When the market size is large, the domestic 
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innovator prefers the environmental standard regime to the emission tax regime; on the contrary, when the 
market size is small, the domestic innovator prefers the emission tax regime to the environmental standard 
regime. 

We next consider the social planner’s decision-making on an environmental policy by a competitive static 
analysis on SSd as follows: 
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From the Equation (6d), we find that the conclusion in a drastic innovation case is the same as that in a 
non-drastic innovation case in which social welfare in the emission tax regime is higher than that in the 
environmental standard regime when the market size is large and the innovation size is small. There is an inverse 
conclusion when the market size and the innovator size are large. 

Section 4 considers the cases of non-drastic and drastic innovation in which the patentee is a foreign innovator; 
Section 5 also considers the cases of non-drastic and drastic innovation, but when the patentee is a domestic 
innovator. The findings in these two sections are very different. In Section 4 the adoption of an environmental 
regime only depends on the market size; however, in Section 5 the adoption of an environmental regime not only 
depends on the market size, but also on the innovation size. In other words, Section 4 concludes that when the 
market size is large, social welfare in the emission tax regime is higher than that in the environmental standard 
regime; Section 5 has the same conclusion when the market size is large and the innovation size is small. Finally, 
we summarize the finding in Proposition 3 and arrange the social planner’s and the domestic licensor’s 
environmental regime preference in Table 6. 

Proposition 3 No matter in a non-drastic innovation case or in a drastic innovation case, when the licensor is a 
foreign innovator, the adoption of an environmental regime only depends on the market size; when the licensor is 
a domestic innovator, the adoption of an environmental regime not only depends on the market size, but also on 
the innovation size. 
 
Table 6. The social planner’s and the domestic licensor’s preference 

Model Decision Maker Market size Innovation size Non-drastic innovation Drastic innovation 

Licensor is a foreign firm Social planner Large  Emission tax Emission tax 

Small  Environmental standard 

Licensor is a domestic firm Social planner Large Small Emission tax 

Large Environmental standard 

Licensor Large  Environmental standard 

Small  Emission tax 

 
From Table 6, we conclude that the environmental standard may not be a welfare-superior regime for Taiwan’s 
adhesive tape manufacturing industry. This result is different from that in Naito and Ogawa (2009) who consider 
the relation between the environmental regime and the privatization degree. They conclude that the 
environmental standard is the optimal environmental regime no matter what the privatization degree is. We also 
conclude there is an environmental preference inconsistency between the patentee and the social planner when 
the innovator is a domestic firm. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

For the targets of green production and environmental friendliness, governments often use an emission tax 
regime and an environmental standard regime. According to the real observation in Taiwan, TEPA adopts the 
environmental standard regime to restrict VOCs emission being emitted from Taiwan’s adhesive tape 
manufacturing industry. This industry’s manufacturing firms also actively seek emission abatement technology 
so as to reach the TEPA’s environmental standard. Some R&D institutions such as TITRI or some firms such as 
3M are willing to license emission abatement technology to Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing firms, 
because they earn the licensing revenue. We consider technology licensing in the environmental protection issue 
and we are interested in whether the environmental standard regime on Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing 
industry is a welfare-superior regime. 

We conclude that the environmental standard regime adopted by TEPA for restricting VOCs emission being 
emitted form Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing industry may not be the welfare-superior environmental 
regime. This finding is very different with that in Naito and Ogawa (2009) who study the relationship between 
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the environmental regime and the privatization degree. They conclude that social welfare in the environmental 
standard regime is higher than that in the emission tax regime no matter what the privatization degree is. We also 
find that there is an environmental preference inconsistency between the patentee and the social planner when 
the patentee is a domestic innovator. 

Many previous papers study the optimal environmental regime. The real world phenomenon tells us that 
governments set up different environmental regimes with respect to different industries, such as TEPA adopting 
the environmental standard regime to regulate the adhesive tape manufacturing industry and it adopting the 
emission tax regime to regulate the cement manufacturing industry. In this paper we confirm that the 
environmental standard is indeed the welfare-superior regime for Taiwan’s adhesive tape manufacturing 
industry. In the future, we can also confirm whether the emission tax is the welfare-superior regime for Taiwan’s 
cement manufacturing industry. 
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Note 

Note 1. If the innovation size is sufficiently large and only one firm gets the new technology, then the 
non-licensee will be kicked out of the market and the market structure becomes a monopoly in which the 
innovation size is called drastic innovation (Arrow, 1962). On the contrary, given a small innovation size and 
only one licensee, then the non-licensee still stay in the market and the market structure is a duopoly or an 
oligopoly in which the innovation size is called non-drastic innovation. 


